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ABSTRACT
This research investigated the impact learning a visual programming language, Visual Basic, has on cognitive development, as measured by the Proposition Logic Test (PLT). It is part of a series of cognitive and programming investigations. Prior research has shown that object-oriented and procedural programming involved a high level of cognitive development. Prior research also indicated procedural programming has no impact on cognitive development. This study found cognitive development remained the same after a semester course in Visual Basic. The author concludes that a single college programming course, either procedural or visual, does not impact college age students' cognitive development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview
Should all students learn programming? Soloway (1993) says programming enables the learning of various subject areas and develops new ways of looking at the world. In 1984, pre-high school programming was taught because higher cognitive skills would be impacted (Pea & Kurland, 1984). Literature suggests that computer programming does enhance cognitive skills such as reasoning, problem solving, and logic thinking for high school and elementary school students (Bernardo & Morris, 1994; Palumbo & Reed, 1991; Seidman, 1989-90). And computer programming has been shown to support algebraic concepts (Hart, 1983).

At the same time, literature has shown computer programming does not improve mathematical problem-solving skills (Flores, 1985; McCoy, 1987; Platt, 1990). Nor does it impact elementary school children's cognition (Clements & Gullo, 1984). A belief that curriculum can impact cognitive development may be misleading.

The weaknesses in these studies are a lack of focus with the cognitive development level of the students (Bernardo & Morris, 1994) and how cognitive development is different from cognitive skills. This research defines cognitive development as levels of abstract/concrete thinking in terms of Piaget's cognitive development theory. It indicates what "can" be learned. Skills are defined as methods/procedures learned. Skills indicate what "is" learned. Such learned skills can show the level of cognitive development a person is at. For example, FORTRAN programming can increase problem solving skills, yet subjects are already at the highest level of cognitive development (Choi & Repman, 1993).

Research has shown computer programming relates to cognitive development and can improve cognitive skills (Bernardo & Morris, 1994; Cafolla, 1987; Evans & Suimkin, 1989; Fletcher, 1984; Gibbons, 1995; Ignatuk, 1986; Little, 1984; Palumbo & Reed, 1991; Seidman, 1989-90). The question is whether computer programming can enhance cognitive development; move from concrete thinking to abstract thinking or improve abstract thinking. Research has shown procedural programming courses do not improve cognitive development (Ignatuk, 1986; Mains, 1997; Owens & Seiler, 1996; Priebe, 1997). However, procedural programming deals with a high level of cognitive development. A theory by White & Sivitanides (2002) suggests visual programming deals with a lower level of cognitive development due to visual objects. Visual objects provide opportunities for concrete thinking.

There has been no research dealing with the impact on the cognitive development of new programming languages, such as Visual Basic v6, that contain visual object concepts. This is the purpose of this paper; to investigate the impact learning a visual programming language, Visual Basic v6, has on cognitive development as measured by the Proposition Logic Test (PLT). A prior study has shown a relationship between the PLT and Visual Basic v6 (White & Ploeger, 2004).

1.2 Importance of Study:
Prior cognitive research in programming has been with procedural and object-oriented languages, such as Logo, Basic, Pascal, FORTRAN, C++, and Java. Since Visual programming uses visual objects on a screen, lower cognitive development might be advanced where procedural
languages have failed. Understanding the impact of computer programming languages on cognitive development will provide better cause/effect research, curriculum adjustment, and advising of students. The results from this study contribute to the knowledge of programming language impact on cognitive development.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Piaget's Cognitive Development Theory

Piaget's cognitive development occurs in three stages (Epstein, 1990; Fischer & Silvern, 1985; Piaget, 1972). The 3 stages are (Beithler & Snowman, 1986):

1. Preoperational — work with visual symbols such as words & unable to reverse actions.
2. Concrete — can reverse actions; understand physical objects and past experience, can only generalize concrete experiences.
3. Formal — form hypotheses, solve problems, deal with and manipulate abstract ideas, and develop logic reasoning.

Piaget's theory indicates that around middle school, ages 11-12, formal thinking abilities develop (Chiapetta, 1976; Lovell, 1961). At this age, students move from concrete thinking to formal thinking. These students begin to think logically and use abstractions.

However, research has shown that Formal Operational thinking is reached at different ages or not at all (Bastian et al., 1973; Epstein, 1980; Griffiths, 1973; Renner et al., 1978; Schwebel, 1975). In adulthood, cognitive development becomes fixed (Kuhn et al., 1977). Maturation may have occurred.

Studies have shown a majority of adults and college students fail at many Formal Operational tasks (Bastian et al., 1973; Griffiths, 1973; Petrushka, 1984; Schwebel, 1972; Sund, 1976). Why? The reason is related to the maturing neural fibers between the left and right cerebral hemispheres (Kraft, 1976). And Ross (1982) found Epstein's physical descriptions of brain growth spurs and plateaus corresponded to Piaget's development stages. The advancement of people through the development of Piagetian stages is an indication of brain development. Maturation may be reached at different cognitive development levels and at different ages.

2.2 Cognitive Development/Abilities Component of Computer Programming

Research has shown that procedural and object-oriented programming required high levels of cognitive development (Caflora, 1987; Fletcher, 1984; Gibbons, 1995; Ignatuk, 1986; Little, 1984; Monfort et al., 1990; Ott, 1989; Sein & Bostrom, 1989; Wu, 1993; White, 2002). Those at lower cognitive levels have difficulty in learning programming. Becker (1982) found pre-middle school students had difficulty learning procedural programming. This age group had conceptual and representational difficulty in constructing what a computer is doing (Pea & Kurland, 1984). It is not surprising that concrete thinkers are unable to do programming in light of Piaget's theory of cognitive development.

Research has shown that higher cognitive abilities, such as Piaget's formal operations, are involved with procedural programming (Dalbey & Linn, 1985; Hudak & Anderson, 1990). Such abilities can predict procedural programming achievement (Irons, 1982; Ricardo, 1983). Caflora (1987), Barker (1985), and Azzedine (1987) found that Piaget's cognitive development predicted procedural programming performance.

Little (1984) and Hudak & Anderson (1990) found that students who were Piaget's formal operation thinkers, scored higher on programming and logical thinking then those who were Piaget's concrete/transitional thinkers (Hudak & Anderson, 1990; Little, 1984). Students at the higher cognitive development have a greater abstract learning style that enables them to learn programming.

In computer science, the use of logic has been identified (Galton, 1992; Gibbs & Tucker, 1986; Myers, 1990; Sperschneider & Antoniou, 1991). Part of Piaget's formal operational development level is the ability to do propositional logic (Brainard, 1978; Enyeart, 1981; Inhelder & Piaget, 1958). Propositional logic involves truth tables. IF/THEN/ELSE programming statements deal with such concepts. Propositional logic has a direct analogy in procedural programming (Folk, 1973). An instrument that measures Piagetian tasks of logic is the Propositional Logic Test (PLT). Research has shown that the PLT can predict procedural programming and object oriented programming success (Stager-Snow, 1985; White, 2002; White & Sivitanides, 2005), as well as Visual programming (White & Ploeger, 2004). The question is whether a visual programming course effects cognitive development as indicated by the PLT.

2.3 Procedural Programming non-impact on cognitive development

Research has shown no impact on formal operations thinking skills from taking a procedural programming course or a computer science logic course (Ignatuk, 1986; Kim, 1995; Mains, 1997; Owens & Seiler, 1996; Piburn, 1989). Such research used high school and college age subjects. Cognitive maturation may have been reached.

However, learning to program in Logo, a pseudo programming language, seems to enhance biconditional reasoning, a precondition to Formal Operational thinking, for fifth graders (Seidman, 1989-90). Another study with Logo programming showed the reasoning skills of Junior High School students improved (Many et al., 1988). There was a difference between the 7th grade and 8th grade students. Normal maturation could not be ruled out. It is at this age that formal operational cognitive skills, such as propositional logic thinking, start to develop. The subjects in other studies, where no improvement occurred, were college students over the age of 18. When Logo was taught to 6-year-olds, no differences were found on measures of cognitive development (Clements & Cullo, 1984). Learning to
program does not improve cognitive skills for young children who are still in the concrete level of cognitive development (Shaw, 1984).

A study by Stockwell (2002) did find that a course in "C" programming did improve mathematical skills for college students, suggesting that problem solving was enhanced. It should be noted that "C" programming is based on Algebra concepts and uses functions. The pre & post mathematics tests contained such items. The improvement may have been due to learning Algebra concepts and functions using "C" programming. In other words, "C" programming was another way to teach Algebra concepts and functions. These students may already have been at a high cognitive development level.

2.4 Summary
Since cognitive development is fixed in adulthood (Schwebel, 1972) and not all adults develop to Formal Operations (Bastain, et al., 1973; Griffiths, 1973; Schwebel, 1975), a programming language that requires formal cognitive development thinking skills, may do nothing for adults who are at a lower cognitive development level. One college programming course may be too late.

It is theorized that Visual programming requires a lower cognitive development level due to visual components in the language (White & Sivitanides, 2002). Visual objects accommodate concrete thinking. At the same time, visual programming uses procedural programming type modules. Can a visual programming course impact cognitive development to a higher level for college students? Research indicates the answer is "no" for procedural programming with college age subjects (White & Sivitanides, 2002). Procedural programming requires a higher cognitive development level (Mains, 1997; Owens & Seiler, 1996; Pribe, 1997). Visual programming has never been studied as improving logical thinking skills or formal operational cognition. Such research is warranted.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Null Hypotheses
Hypothesis: A Visual Basic v6 programming course does not effect cognitive development, as measured by the Propositional Logic Test (PLT).

3.2 Instruments
The Propositional Logic Test (PLT) was developed at Rutgers University. It measures Boolean logical thinking ability, the ability to interpret truth function operations with a stated rule. The PLT requires 15 minutes to administer. The subject responds to 16 items, which measure Piagetian formal operations. The PLT shows the ability to deal with IF/THEN/ELSE programming statements. The PLT has been used to study logical reasoning as a predictor of success in a computer science course for non-computer science majors (Stager-Snow, 1985) and found to correlate with grades from a computer science logic course (Kim, 1995). The PLT has been an instrument used in other previous related studies to study Formal Operations thinking (Enyeart, 1981; Platt, 1990; Pribe, 1997; White, 2002; White & Ploeger, 2004; White & Sivitanides, 2005). See Appendix A for PLT examples.

The reliability coefficients of the PLT are .94 and .82 for high school students (Platt, 1990), and .90 and .85 for college students (Enyeart, 1981; Kim, 1995). The validity coefficient was .63 with logical reasoning as measured by the Test of Logical Reasoning (TOLT) (Piburn, 1989). The TOLT is based on Piaget's theory.

3.3 Subjects
Students were from two sections of an introductory programming course in Visual Basic v6 from a central Texas university. The Visual Basic course covered visual objects, controls, events, data types, and procedures. Procedures included logical operations, repetition, and arrays. The students wrote 6 programming projects. The only required competency for this programming course was a computer literacy course dealing with work processing, spreadsheets, and web browsers.

The researcher provided PLT and release/survey forms to 87 college students in a first programming course in Visual Basic v6. These students were exposed to the same course content, instructor, and test. These intervening variables were kept constant in an effort to reduce statistical error variance. This ensured consistent test content and presentation of material. Participation was voluntary and anonymous. The data collected were Pre and Post PLT scores of 0 to 16.

3.4 Data collection and recording
At the beginning of the semester the researcher passed out a PLT sheet and release/survey forms to college students in a first programming course in Visual Basic v6 at a university. The data was obtained from those who wished to participate. At the end of the course the researcher again passed out a PLT sheet to obtain the post-treatment scores. Of the 87 students who started, 51 completed the post-PLT instrument.

4. RESULTS

The SPSS package was used for data analysis. A t-test and paired sampled correlation were performed on the 51 pairs of Pre and Post PLT scores. Table 1 shows that there was no significant difference between the Pre-test and Post-test. Table 2 indicates responses were consistent between the administrations of the PLT. The null hypothesis is tenable.

A comparison was performed on the pre-PLT score between those who completed the study and those that did not (Table 3). A t-Test, assuming unequal variances, almost reached significance (t = 1.960, p < .0536, two-tail test). There was a tendency for those with low pre-PLT scores to drop the course or not participate with the post-PLT.

5. DISCUSSION

Previous studies showed relationships between cognitive development and success in a programming course. Cause
and effect have never been shown between these two variables. This study shows no effect by a visual programming course on cognitive development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Score Means, Standard Deviations, Paired Sample T-Test, N = 51, (2-TAIL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pairs</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre &amp; Post PLT</td>
<td>.605</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Paired Samples Correlations N = 51

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participated</th>
<th>Dropped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-PLT Score Means Between Those Completing Study And Those That Did Not, T-Test Assuming Unequal Variances, N = 51 &amp; 36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>7.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Pre-PLT Score Means Between Those Completing Study And Those That Did Not, T-Test Assuming Unequal Variances, N = 51 & 36

5.1 Limitation of Study

Students who had low cognitive development may have either not participated or dropped out of the course. These students would have been most sensitive to an impact. The students who finished the course may already have been at a high level of cognitive development. This study shows no impact on those who completed the course; not those who dropped out before the end of the course. Those that dropped out or chose not to participate may have done so for many reasons; enrolled in too many courses, work, poor study habits, and a lack of interest/motivation. A presumption to this study is that if the course did have a positive impact on cognitive development, the students would have most likely continued the course and participated. Another presumption was that there was room for improvement. The mean PLT pre-test score was 9.7 out of a possible 16.

The length of treatment was only one semester course of 3 hours of class per week for 15 weeks. There is the possibility that improvement may occur after years of constant treatment. However, if full maturation occurred, it is unlikely there will be a significant improvement.

A few students may not have reached maturation and that the course did effect their cognitive development. Such an outcome maybe hidden from the results since a large majority of the students may have reached maturation. Further study is warranted to see if a programming course effects the cognitive development of a small minority of students who may not have yet reach cognitive maturation.

The sample size was 51 subjects. If the sample size is larger, the analysis would be more sensitive to any change. Future studies of programming impact should consider a larger sample and a treatment of over years. For example, pre-test entering college Freshman majoring in computer programming. Then post-test them in their Senior year. Such a finding would show that, although cognitive maturation may have occurred, cognitive development can improve for those over 18. Unfortunately, those with lower cognitive development level will tend to drop out of the programming curriculum.

6. CONCLUSION

Research has shown that programming can teach cognitive skills but not improve cognitive development, especially for those past the age 18. Studies using adults and students from universities tend not to show improvement since cognitive development probably reached maturation.

Students who have the cognitive ability found at Piaget’s Formal Operations are the ones who succeed in a programming course. Those at a lower level of cognitive development tend to drop out of the programming course.

White & Sivitanides (2002) theory suggests that cognitive development can follow a progression from visual through procedural and object oriented programming paradigms. The notion is that visual objects, manipulated on the video display screen, are more concrete while objects used in C++ and Java are more abstract. Because visual items are concrete representations, it follows that pre-Formal Operational Piagetian thinkers will benefit from learning Visual Basic. However, this study shows that visual programming does not improve cognitive development for adults and college students as measured by the PLT.

This study, as well as other studies, indicates students need to be at the required cognitive level in order to succeed in programming. The implication is that programming courses need prerequisites to ensure that students are at the needed cognitive level.
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APPENDIX A

Propositional Logic Test (PLT)

Instructions

In each of the problems on the PLT you will find a sentence followed by four figures. Each figure is either square or round, either large or small, either white or striped, and either tailed (has a tail) or untailed. Your task is to circle those figures that are allowed by the sentence and to cross out the ones that are not allowed. Here are some examples with the correct answers to show what this means. Study them carefully since the problems that follow are very similar.

Ex 1. It is square and it is tailed.

Here it says it must be square and tailed so only the one that is both square and tailed fits. The others are not tailed or are not square or are not both so that they should be crossed out.

Ex 2. If it is white then it is round.

If it is white then it must be round. But if it is striped then it doesn’t matter if it’s round or not. So the white circle fits but the white square does not. The striped figures all fit because the statement only tells us about white figures.

Ex 3. If it is round it is small and if it is small it is round.

The round ones that are small fit and so do the small ones that are round. Since the large square isn’t round it doesn’t have to be small, so it fits. The large circle doesn’t fit the first part of the rule and the small square doesn’t fit the second part.

Ex 4. It is striped or it is tailed or both.

You can circle the first figure because it is tailed. The second figure also fits because it is striped, and the last one fits because it is both striped and tailed. The third figure doesn’t fit since it is neither striped nor tailed.

You have 15 minutes to complete the test.
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